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Abstra t: In this paper we propose an anytime algorithm for determining nearly

optimal poli ies for total

ost and nite time horizon partially observed Markov de-

ision pro esses (POMDPs) using a sampling-based approa h. The proposed te hnique, sampling hyperbelief optimization te hnique (SHOT), attempts to exploit
the notion that small

hanges in a poli y have little impa t on the quality of the

solution ex ept at a small set of

riti al points. The result is a te hnique to represent

POMDPs independent of the initial
the initial

onditions and the

the majority of the

onditions and the parti ular

ost fun tion, so

ost fun tion may vary without having to reperform

omputational analysis.

POMDPs, optimal ontrol, hierar hi al, belief roadmap planner (BRP), sto hasti motion roadmaps (SMR), sampling methods, hyper-parti le ltering

1 Introdu tion
Un ertainty plays a dramati role not only on the quality of the optimal solution of POMDP system, but also on the omputational omplexity of nding
the optimal solution, with a worst ase running time that is exponential in
the length of the time horizon for the exa t solution. However, given the importan e of nding optimal or nearly optimal solutions for systems subje t to
un ertainty, numerous resear hers have developed approa hes to approximate
POMDP systems to over ome this limitation (refer to [1, Ch. 15 & 16℄ for a
survey of su h approa hes). The majority of these methods are for dis ounted,
innite-horizon problems. Moreover, many of these te hniques must reperform
all the omputational eort when the obje tive fun tion hanges.
A entral theme of almost all approximation te hniques is to redu e the
set of possibilities to be evaluated, whether simplifying the representation of
the belief or by the simplifying the ost fun tion. Drawing on insights oered
in [2℄ about why belief sampling te hniques (su h as [38℄) are so ee tive, we
develop an alternative method that is inspired by sampling-based methods
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(e.g., [9℄). In [10℄, we introdu e the notion of hyperltering, whi h evolves
forward into future stages the probability fun tion over the belief, or the
hyperbelief. We refer to the spa e of probability fun tions over the belief as the
hyperbelief spa e. Interestingly, the evolution of a system over the hyperbelief
spa e is deterministi . Thus, we an nd the optimal plan in the hyperbelief
spa e using an approa h derived from standard sear h te hniques.
To do so, we abstra t the problem into a two-level planner. At the high
level, a set of points in the hyperbelief spa e is randomly generated. Edge
weights between ea h ordered pair of samples are then generated using the
lower level planner. The lower level planner ommissions lo al, greedy feedba k
ontrollers to predi t the evolution of the robot from one sampled hyperbelief point to another. Be ause of the sto hasti , partially observed nature of
the problem, hyperltering is used to estimate the future hyperbelief, under a
given poli y, from one stage to the next. Instead of requiring that ea h hyperbelief sample rea h the target hyperbelief sample, the distan e between the
hyperbelief sample and the target sample is in luded with the edge information between ea h pair of samples.
At the ost of ompleteness, this graph representation redu es the set of
possibilities to be explored from a ontinuum in an innite number of dimensions to a nite set. Moreover, be ause the evolution is deterministi in
the hyperbelief spa e, optimizing over the graph an be performed in worst
ase quadrati time omplexity in the number of verti es in a omplete graph
using standard graph optimization algorithmswithout the exponential explosion when planning in the belief spa e. Be ause the lo al poli y may not attain
the exa t position of the target hyperbelief sample, a renement algorithm is
used to in rementally identify a possibly better poli y and then simulate this
poli y to determine the a tual ost and, thus, if the newly proposed poli y
is better. On e the initial graph is generated, a renement algorithm is used,
whereby the bound on the optimal value de reases with every iteration and
will nd the best solution for a given graph in a nite amount of time.
The presented method is motivated by the problem of minimizing the
un ertainty of a robot at a goal position, wherein the robot is subje t to stateand- ontrol dependent un ertainty in the pro ess and observation models.
This implies not only minimizing the expe ted distan e to the goal, but also
the un ertainty in the representation of the probability fun tion. Su h an
optimization fun tion is often the impli it, if not expli it, goal of many roboti
problems. SHOT, however, is mu h more general and is appli able to any
hyperbelief dependent obje tive fun tion.
The proposed method will be developed in Se tion 4. However, rst related resear h (Se tion 2) is explored and ba kground on epts (Se tion 3) are
introdu ed. Examples are provided in Se tion 5, and we on lude with some
nal remarks and omments in Se tion 6.
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2 Related resear h
Finding optimal poli ies for partially observable systems is intra table, with
a best known omputational time omplexity that is exponential in both the
time horizon and the number of observations [11℄. Thus, many resear hers
have fo used on nding e ient approximation methods (su h as [38℄). Ea h
of these approximation te hniques approximates the POMDP by redu ing
the the set possibilities that are evaluated to a subset of the omplete set
of possibilities required to nd an exa t solutionwhether a limited subset of
sample beliefs are evaluated or a limited subset of poli ies are sear hed.
Many approximation approa hes are sampling-based. Sampling-based methods have be ome one of the dominant methods for planning in the roboti s
ommunity (refer to [12, Ch. 7℄ for an overview and survey of sampling-based
te hniques). As des ribed in [9℄, probabilisti sampling-based methods generate a series of samples in the onguration spa e and simple planners are used
to link the samples (or verti es) together. In this way a roadmap (or graph)
of the samples is reated. The majority of sampling-based methods fo us on
nding feasible, but not ne essarily optimal solutions. However, in [13℄, Kim
et al. develop a te hnique to determine the optimal solution over the roadmap.
The on ept of sto hasti un ertainty in the pro ess model was rst introdu ed into sampling-methods in [14℄. This method reated a dis rete approximation of a ontinuous spa e by reating a roadmap. Then, probabilities of
transitions from one node to another are assigned. By abstra ting the problem this way, Apaydin et al. are able to redu e a ontinuous Markov de ision
pro ess system to a nite Markov de ision pro ess. This method fo uses on
determining feasible solutions, while re ently in [15℄ the on ept of optimizing
over the roadmap was introdu ed via the sto hasti motion roadmap, whereby
Alterovitz et al. sample a set of points in the onguration spa e to generate
the roadmap. Next, for ea h node in the roadmap they generate a random
set of resulting states for a given a tion. They then asso iate an edge weight
between the node and any other node a ording to the number of times, out of
the total, that the given a tion resulted in rea hing the other node. Expanding
to POMDP's, Prenti e and Roy in [16℄ generate a sampling based approa h
for linear Gaussian systems. In their approa h, a set of mean samples are generated orresponding to points in the onguration spa e. Next, a traditional
probabilisti roadmap is used to generate a roadmap of the system (without
onsideration of the un ertainty). They generate the transfer fun tion to the
belief samples and generate their respe tive ovarian es. Next they use a standard graph sear h (e.g., A∗ ) to sear h the graph in a forward manner, while
generating the best estimate of the a tual ovarian e as the sear h progresses.
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3 Ba kground
3.1 POMDP formulation
As the most general model of sto hasti systems, POMDPs in orporate the
possibility of in omplete and un ertain knowledge when mapping states to observations. Su h a representation enables the modeling and analysis of systems
where sensing is limited and imperfe t.
POMDPs in lude at least the following omponents: the state spa e
X representing the nite set of states of the world; the nite set of ontrol a tions U that an be exe uted; the transition probability fun tion
pxk |xk−1 ,uk−1 representing the likelihood of the system being in one state xk−1
and transferring into another state xk at stage k given the applied a tion uk−1
at stage k − 1; the set of all possible observations Y ; the observation probability fun tion: pyk |xk des ribing the likelihood of a parti ular observation yk
o urring given the system is in a spe ied state xk ; and the ost fun tion
c(·), whi h denes the obje tive to be optimized for the POMDP.

3.2 Hyperltering
Hyperltering is a method for systems modeled by POMDPs to propagate the
estimate of the belief and its un ertainty forward into future stages for unseen
observations and una tualized ontrol inputs. By hoosing the probability
fun tion over the beliefs, hyperltering is able to sequentially evaluate the
estimate of the system and its un ertainty forward from one stage to the next.
Moreover, by adopting the omplete representation of the un ertainty, instead
of a limited number of statisti s of the belief, a more a urate representation
of the evolution of the system is obtained.
The evolution of the probability fun tion p(xk |Ik ) at stage k , also known as
the belief bk , an be determined given the previous belief bk−1 and an applied
ontrol a tion uk ∈ U via the belief transition fun tion:
bk = B(bk−1 , uk−1 , yk ),

where the belief transition fun tion des ribes the Bayesian ltering over all
states x ∈ X , or
B(bk , uk , yk+1 )(xk+1 )

P
p(yk+1 |xk+1 ) xk ∈X p(xk+1 |xk , uk )bk (xk )
P
.
= P
xk+1 ∈X p(yk+1 |xk+1 )
xk ∈X p(xk+1 |xk , uk )bk (xk )

(1)

The notation B(·)(xk+1 ) is adopted to represent the resulting fun tional evaluated at a spe i state xk+1 . The belief at ea h stage k resides in the belief
spa e Pb , whi h is the spa e of all possible beliefs. For dis rete state POMDPs,
the belief spa e is represented as an |X |−1 dimensional simplex ∆|X |−1, where
|X | is the number of states in the state spa e.
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When predi ting future behavior, the observations are unknown and
sto hasti in nature. The future belief therefore be omes a random variable
dened by the sto hasti pro ess:
bk+1 = B(bk , uk , yk+1 ).

(2)

The evolution from one stage to the next via the sto hasti pro ess (2) generates a random variable; thus, a representation of the probability fun tion
over the belief is needed to pro eed.
The hyperbelief is a probability fun tion over the belief spa e at ea h stage.
The initial hyperbelief β1 at stage k = 1 is given; for k > 1, the hyperbelief is
dened as
βk , pbk |β1 ,π .
Ea h βk is ontained in the hyperbelief spa e Pβ .
The belief transition probability fun tion p(bk+1 |bk , uk ), represents the
probability of the out ome bk+1 of the sto hasti pro ess B(bk , uk , yk+1 ) given
bk and the applied ontrol input uk . Sin e both π and bk are known, the
probability fun tion over the observations an be inferred. The fun tion that
transfers a hyperbelief βk ∈ Pβ into the hyperbelief βk+1 ∈ Pβ given a poli y
π ∈ Π is denoted as the hyperbelief transition fun tion Υ , su h that Υ :
Pβ × Π → Pβ , where Π is the set of all information feedba k poli ies. The
hyperbelief transition fun tion is represented as
βk+1 = Υ (βk , π)

where, for ea h bk+1 ∈ Pb ,
Υ (βk , π)(bk+1 ) ,

Z

p (bk+1 |bk , π (bk )) βk (bk )dbk .

bk ∈Pb

The notation Υ (·)(bk+1 ) is adopted to represent the resulting fun tion evaluated at a spe i belief bk+1 ∈ Pb .
Due to the high nonlinearity of the hyperbelief transition fun tion, we will
approximate the hyperbelief transition fun tion using the hyper-parti le lter.
When the belief transition probability fun tion is hosen as the importan e
sampling fun tion, the omputational omplexity of hyper-parti le ltering
is O(Knq), where K is the desired time-horizon, n is the number samples
representing the probability fun tion over the belief spa e, and q is the number
of samples representing a belief. Refer to [10℄ for a more thorough explanation
of both hyperltering and the hyper-parti le ltering approximation method.

4 Methodology
Our proposed method determines a nearly optimal poli y for POMDP systems
by approa hing the problem from a two-tier, hierar hi al approa h, whereby
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a graph is where the verti es represent sampled hyperbeliefs and the edges
represent paths, whi h are generated by using lo al ( losed-loop) poli ies, between ordered pairs of the hyperbelief samples. Before we outline this pro ess
in more detail, we will introdu e the lass of ost fun tions and poli ies that
we onsider in this approa h.

4.1 Cost Fun tion and Poli y representation
As previously des ribed, on of the bene ial aspe ts of hyperltering is that
the evolution of the hyper-parti le from one future stage to the next is deterministi , similar to how the evolution of the belief from one previous stage to
the next is deterministi . Be ause the evolution of the system in the hyperbelief spa e is deterministi , the method we present performs a deterministi
evaluation of the performan e of the system. Thus, unlike typi al approa hes
where the value fun tion is the expe ted ost over the set of beliefs, we dene
the value fun tion as a total sum of osts relative to the hyperbelief. We therefore an optimize the hyperbelief ost fun tions of the form c : Pβ × Π → R,
(where Π is the set of all feedba k poli ies) and terminal ost cK : Pβ → R.
The value for a given initial hyperbelief β0 is dened as
V (β0 ) = min
π∈Π

K−1
X

c(βk , π) + cK (βK ).

k=0

The formulation of this ost fun tion is more general than state and a tion ost
fun tion (i.e., c(xk , xk−1 , uk ), whi h may depend on the states xk and xk−1
and ontrol a tion uk ) that is used in most POMDP optimization approa hes.
The generality of this ost fun tion enables a mu h ri her lass of probability
fun tions to be represented. For instan e, a ost fun tion that depends on
the hyperbelief itself may penalize the possibility of ertain beliefs being in
distant from one another. Su h a ost fun tion ould be used to minimize the
amount of un ertainty present in the system as it evolves.
In this hierar hi al approa h, we restri t the lower level to be a lo al,
greedy poli y within some lass of lo al feedba k poli ies Πl . A digraph
G =< N, E > is onstru ted, where ea h vertex is asso iated with hyperbelief sample that is both the sour e and target for a set of greedy poli ies.
The upper level poli y γ(·) sele ts the lo al poli y based whi h edge in G
is being traversed and on the urrent stage to produ e a losed-loop poli y,
su h that γ : Pβ → E . The omplete poli y is a swit hing-based ontroller
(see [17℄ for an overview of hybrid/swit hing-based methods), whereby the
lo al poli y being exe uted is determined based on some swit hing surfa e. In
our formulation the swit hing surfa e is dened as the ine tion point of the
derivative of the distan e measurement from the urrent hyperbelief to the
target hyperbelief as spe ied by the sink of the urrent edge. At the point
that the derivative be omes positive, the ontroller swit hes to the next edge
spe ied, whereby the sink in the previous edge is the sour e in the new edge.
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The set of all possible swit hing poli ies is denoted as Γ . We therefore an
represent the value fun tion for a given system as
V (β0 ) ≈ min
γ∈Γ

K−1
X

c(βk , πγ(βk ) ) + cK (βk ).

k=0

When we derive the optimal solution over the graph, we will have to take into
onsideration the fa t that ea h initial hyperbelief sample may not be able to
rea h ea h target hyperbelief sample. To address this issue we will bound, from
above and below, the ost based in the distan e from terminal hyperbelief to
the target hyperbelief sample. Thus, we assume that in addition to the ost
fun tion c(·), both a fun tion giving an upper-bound c̄(·), and a lower-bound
fun tion (·) are provided so that (β, π) ≤ c(β, π) ≤ c̄(β, π), ∀β ∈ Pβ , π ∈ Π .
One possibility is to sele t Liptshitz ontinuous ost fun tions, whereby there
exists a linear bounds between any two points, su h that an upper and lower
linear bound an be established for the ost based on the distan e.
Algorithmi ally, SHOT pro eeds in two steps: 1) generating the digraph
G and 2) optimizing over the digraph G (or hyperbelief spa e roadmap) and
then rening the results. Both of these steps will be des ribed in more detail
in the following se tions.

4.2 Generating the digraph
The rst step begins by generating the verti es for the digraph G =< N, E >
(or roadmap), whereby ea h vertex i orresponds to a randomly sampled
hyperbelief β i . Next a omplete graph is instantiated by generating all the
edge information between ea h ordered vertex pair, whi h orresponds to a
starting sample hyperbelief and a target sample hyperbelief. Planning between
ea h starting and target hyperbelief sample is then performed to generate
bounds on the ost and distan e from initial hyperbelief sample and terminal
hyperbelief sample.

Generating the verti es: sampling a random hyperbelief set
One of the stated attributes of the proposed method is the apability to generate an abstra ted representation of the stru ture of the hyperbelief spa e
that is independent of the ost fun tion. This way, as with sampling-based
methods in general, the majority of work an be performed oine. With relatively little omputation expense, the nearly optimal poli y for a variety of
obje tives an be determined based on the urrent status of the robot as well
as hanging the initial onditions su h as the starting hyperbelief.
To a hieve this, we generate a set verti es N , whereby ea h vertex in the
vertex set is asso iated with a randomly sampled hyperbelief. For notational
onvenien e we will label the verti es with the same label as the hyperbelief
samples to minimize onfusion.
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Sampling is a di ult problem and an enormous amount of resear h has
gone into sampling for PRM methods [12, Ch. 7℄. The di ulties of ee tively
sampling the hyperbelief spa e ould be exa erbated by sampling in the hyperbelief spa e be ause the hyperbelief spa e is innite dimensional. However,
if it is possible to dene a metri on the belief spa e, we an impose a metri
on the hyperbelief spa e so that no two hyperbeliefs are innitely far apart,
whi h enables a gradient found to perform the lo al sear h.
For example, if various measures of the un ertainty between beliefs su h
as the Jensen-Shannon divergen e [18℄, earth mover's distan e [19℄, or the like
(see [18℄ for a atalog of probability distan e fun tions) are dened over the
belief spa e, then we an impose the probability metri over the hyperbelief
spa e. The probability metri P M (·) between two hyperbeliefs is dened as
the expe ted distan e between the two hyperbeliefs, or
Z
d(bi , bj )pβ i ,β j (bi , bj )dbi dbj .
P M (β i kβ j ) =
bi ,bj ∈Pb

The distan e between any two hyperbeliefs, using the probability metri , is
bounded by the maximum distan e between any two beliefs in the belief spa e.
Thus, any two hyperbeliefs are only a nite distan e apart. Alternatively, if
the onguration spa e has a dened metri , su h as the Eu lidean distan e,
then we an use this metri to impose a metri in the belief spa e and thus
on the hyperbelief spa e.
An illustration of the pro ess of generating belief samples to reate a hyperbelief sample, whi h represents a vertex in the graph G, is illustrated by
Figure 1, where a total of 9 hyperbeliefs are sampled. As is the ase with most

N

Fig. 1. Random set,

N

,of hyperbelief samples in the hyperbelief spa e

Pβ

and

orresponding verti es

sampling-based methods, we anti ipate that the sampling fun tion will play a
ru ial role in the onvergen e properties of our method. One reason the hoi e
of random sampling fun tions is ru ial relates to the fa t that a hyperbelief
sample may not be rea hable and so the distan e attained by the lo al planner
may be too great to be of use (i.e. the bounding fun tion provides an ex essively large ost). However, we will demonstrate later in Se tion 5 that even
a naive sampling method performs well for the examples provided. Regardless, any number of alternative sampling te hniques may be appli able from
sampling-based resear h, su h as the te hniques des ribed in [20,21℄. Choosing
more ee tive sampling fun tions is a future dire tion of this resear h.
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Generating the edge information: planning between hyperbelief
samples
After generating the sample hyperbelief set, whi h orresponds to the verti es
in the graph G, the edge information is then generated. In our approa h G is
a omplete digraph with an edge for every ordered pair of verti es. Ea h edge
from the verti es represented by β i to β j is denoted as i → j .
The edge information omprises the set of intermediary hyperbeliefs from
the starting hyperbelief ( orresponding to the sour e vertex) and the nal
distan e from the target hyperbelief ( orresponding to the sink vertex). Intermediate hyperbeliefs omprise the set of hyperbeliefs that represent the
system as it evolves from the starting hyperbelief sample until the target hyperbelief sample is rea hed or the greedy planner an no longer make progress.
These greedy poli ies, whi h are used to plan between hyperbelief samples, are
meant to be guided by simple fun tions that only apture the value lands ape
lo ally. To determine the poli y for an intermediate hyperbelief, we employ a
poli y that minimizes the ost of some value fun tion vl : Pβ × K → R.
On e the lo al poli y is sele ted, the next set of intermediate hyperbeliefs is generated. Starting for some initial hyperbelief sample β i and some
target hyperbelief sample β j , orresponding to some vertex in G, the poli y
for the initial hyperbelief sample is determined and hyper-parti le ltering
performed to evolve the system forward one stage into the future to generate
the following:
i
βki→j = Υ (βk−1
, πi→j ),

where we denote β0i→j = β i→j . This pro ess repeats, generating a set of
intermediate hyperbeliefs until a maximum number of iterations is ex eeded
or until the greedy poli y an no longer make any progress towards the target
hyperbelief sample.
This method is then performed for a spe ied number of neighbors for
ea h vertex in the graph. The result is a digraph with intermediate hyperbeliefs. The distan e from the terminal and losest hyperbelief from the target
hyperbelief is illustrated in Figure 2. As an be seen in Figure 2, ea h vertex attempts to rea h β 2 and on e the greedy poli y terminates, ea h edge
has asso iated with it the distan e from the nal intermediate hyperbelief
to hyperbelief β 2 as well as ea h of the intermediate hyperbeliefs (whi h is
illustrated for β 4 ). The algorithm des ribing the omplete graph generation
(in luding both the hyperbelief sampling and the planning) is des ribed in
Algorithm 1.

4.3 Optimizing over the Graph
With the verti es and the edge information for the graph G determined, we an
perform graph optimization on the dire ted graph to determine the optimal
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Fig. 2. Graph

G

and asso iated edge information dire ted to vertex

β2

Algorithm 1 Generate hyperbelief sample graph
Input Pβ : hyperbelief spa e, n: number of verti es, K : maximum number of
iterations, π : greedy poli y

Output G: digraph with verti

es N , and edges E (in ludes edge information
(e.g. weights) )
i n
1: N = {β }i=1 ← randomly generate n samples from Pβ
2: for all i ∈ N do
3:
for all j ∈ N do
β0i←j ← β i
4:
5:
min_dist ← distan e between β0i←j and β j
6:
dist ← -∞
7:
k←1
8:
while k ≤ K and dist ≤ min_dist do
i→j
9:
βki→j ← Υ (βk−1
, π)
10:
dist ← distan e between βki←j and β j
11:
if dist ≤ min_dist then
12:
add βki←j to E i←j edge information
13:

end if

14:

k ← k+1

15:
16:
17:
18:

end while
end for
end for

G ← N, E

hoi e of edges to traverse. This set of ordered edges denes the higher level
poli y.
To begin, the weight for ea h edge is generated based on the intermediate
hyperbeliefs. The total weight for a given edge is then omputed as
v

i→j

=

i→j
K
X

k=0

c(βki→j , πi→j ) + cK (β j ),
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where K i→j is the number of intermediate hyperbeliefs and where β0i→j is the
starting hyperbelief sample. The terminal ost cK (β j ) is determined by performing simulations of ea h vertex in the graph to minimize the the terminal
ost asso iated with ea h vertex. In this way, ea h vertex also has a terminating ost of cK (β j ). To use dis ounted ost fun tions, all that need o ur is
that the dis ount be applied to the value fun tion for ea h edge and then as
the evaluation of the total value pro eeds, the value of ea h edge is multiplied
by the dis ount fa tor raised to the total number of stages performed before
rea hing the said edge.
The value of ea h edge an be determined on-line for various ost fun tions
without having to re-exe ute the graph edge algorithm. With the edge weights
of the graph determined, we an now perform graph optimization to determine
the nearly optimal poli y.

Standard graph optimization
Lo al poli ies are used to plan between hyperbelief samples, so all that remains
is to establish what is the optimal hoi e of hyperbelief samples to visit. To do
this, we optimize the ost over the graph. However, as dis ussed in Se tion 4.2,
ea h starting hyperbelief sample may not be able to attain a target hyperbelief
sample using the applied greedy poli y. To a ount for the error introdu ed
in the edge weights on the graph, we utilize c̄(·) to generate an upper-bound
on the value fun tion. Be ause, for some i and j in N , v i→j is a linear sum
of the ost of ea h hyperbelief, and we an derive bounds for ea h i, j ∈ N
on v̄ i→j (·), whi h represents the upper-bound and vi→j (·) as the lower bound
on the value fun tion of ea h node, respe tively. Both bounds are a fun tion
of the distan e between any hyperbelief and the sour e vertex of the edge.
i→j
j→l
Thus, where dj→l = d(βK
), the bounds on the value between path
i→j , β0
i → j → l, are given as
v i→j + vj→l (dj→l ) ≤ v i→j→l ≤ v i→j + v̄ j→l (dj→l ).

We derive the graph optimization method based on Dijkstra's algorithm
(refer to [22, Ch. 24℄). The basi idea is to start with ea h vertex i ∈ N .
Update the minimal value for that vertex as the ost cK (β i ). Then for ea h
edge i → j ∈ E , evaluate the minimum of upper and bound and the minimum
on the lower-bound on the ost from vertex i to adja ent vertex j and update
the ost of the edge. We then repeat this step again for the number of verti es.
This method takes O(|N |2 + |E|).
This pro ess is performed to determine both the least upper-bound ost
and path, as well as the greatest lower-bound ost and path. We simulate the
system using the least upper-bounded path on the graph be ause the resulting
values are just a bound on the a tual ost. The result is the a tual ost of the
spe ied poli y, not a least upper-bound. With the a tual result and a bound
on the lowest ost for the system, we an provide a possible range that the
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optimal solution may reside, whi h is the dieren e between the simulated
ost and the greatest lower-bound ost.
One of the de ien ies of this approa h is that the resulting poli y and
total ost are not ne essarily optimal for the spe ied hyperbelief set. What
is a hieved is a bound on the optimal poli y and ost. To over ome this shortoming we present a renement algorithm that will nd the optimal solution
for a given graph in a nite amount of time for the given hyperbelief samples.

Renement
The quality of the bounding fun tions potentially play a riti al role in produ ing a suitable solution in the previously outlined optimization te hnique.
We present a renement algorithm to mitigate the ee ts of the bounding
fun tion and also to guarantee the optimal solution will be found if enough
time is given.
The pro ess initiates just as the method without renement. Then the
optimization te hnique des ribed above is performed to obtain both the least
upper-bounded poli y and the greatest lower-bounded paths. The rst upper
bounded path is depi ted in Figure 3 as γ i . Then the least upper-bounded

(a) Example least lower-bound and least (b) Possible
upper-bound optimal swit hing poli y

onguration of the

ost for

every possible poli y

Fig. 3. Example least lower-bound and least upper-bound optimal swit hing poli y

optimal path is simulated to a hieve the a tual value for the spe ied poli y. In
Figure 3a, poli y γ j is the se ond least upper-bounded path. After simulation
the a tual ost of γ i is a hieved. Then the renement begins. The resulting
ost is ompared to the se ond to least upper-bounded ost. If the lower bound
of se ond to lowest ost is above the a tual ost of the already simulated ost,
then the simulated ost is optimal and the method terminates. However, if
the a tual ost resides within the bound of this se ond to least upper-bound
path, then the se ond to least upper-bounded path is simulated. The value
of the resulting simulation is then ompared to the previous lowest ost. If
the newly simulated ost is the lowest then it is sele ted as the minimum.
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This is in ase in Figure 3b, where after simulation of γ i , it is determined
that the resulting ost is between the bounds of γ j . Thus γ j is simulated
and it is dis overed that γ j a hieves a lower ost than γ i . The pro ess then
repeats with the third least upper-bounded path being he ked. This pro ess
ontinues until a maximum number of iterations (less than or equal to the
number of possible paths in the graph) or minimum threshold on the bounds
of the ost is met. At any stage of this pro ess, the bounds on the ost are
evaluated as the minimum a tual simulated ost to the least lower-bounded
ost of the remaining (non-simulated) paths. The resulting minimum path is
then the swit hing order for the swit hing poli y. This method is des ribed in
more detail in Algorithm 2.

5 Results
To verify the SHOT te hnique, we applied it to several of the ben hmark
problems found in the literature: namely, 4x4 and hallway2. Both of these
methods are dis ounted innite horizon problems. To simulate the system we
adapted k to represent ea h stage of exe ution. Just as with generating a
bound for the ost, we generate a bound on the number of iterations that
elapse while traversing a ross edges of the graph. This way we an propagate
the dis ount from one event to the next via the number of iterations that
elapse between events.
For the presented examples, we generate upper bounds experimentally by
measuring the sensitivity of the ost asso iated with the starting distan e
of ea h neighboring edge. For example, given edge i → j , we determine the
relationship of the ost for v l→i relative to the distan e of edge l to i for ea h
l su h that edge l → i exists. We then generate a pie ewise linear, Lipshitz
upper and lower bound for the ost. In a similar manner, bounds for the
distan e from one edge to the next were determined as well as the bounds on
the number of elapsed iterations.
To generate the verti es of the graph we sample points in the onguration
spa e and then push them through the transition and observation probability fun tions to generate hyperbelief samples. Undoubtedly this method of
sampling is not ideal. In the future, we wish to implement a more intelligent
sampling s hemes.
The limited results produ ed so far seem to verify that that this method is
omparable to other POMDP approximation methods. For the 4x4 example
with average of 18 hyperbeliefs, SHOT a hieved an average ost of 3.703 with
no varian e in the 10 iterations run. The method HSVI2 presented in [6℄
a hieved a reward of 3.75 for this example. With the he hallway2 example
similar relative performan e was a hieved: 0.416, whi h is on par with the
the expe ted reward 0.48 a hieved by SARSOP [23℄. The hallway2 example
averaged 127.6 hyperbelief samples.
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Algorithm 2 Renement method
1:

2:
3:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

21:
22:
23:

24:
25:

optimal_ ost: the optimal ost found so far, optimal_poli y: the urrent
best poli y, veried_poli ies: the list of poli es evaluated so far, G: the
hyperbelief event graph, initial_event: the initial hyperbelief, k: rene
iteration
optimal_ ost, optimal_poli y,G, veried_poli ies
//Initial values generated optimal_poli y←veried_poli ies ←
Dijkstra(G, initial_event)
he k_path ← veried_poli ies.end
while he k_path is not empty do
i ← Remove and return lowest ost vertex from he k path
for all neighbors j of i do
value_list(j) ← v i .end + v̄ (i,j)

end for

{value, index} ← nd k'th lowest value in value_list
append v i ← value
append E ← i ← j

end while

append veried_poli ies ← poli y generated from initial_event starting
with the the k 'th lowest value
new_ ost ← simulate system with new_poli y
if new_ ost < veried_ ost then
optimal_ ost ← new_ ost
optimal_poli y ← new_poli y

end if

least_bound ←optimal_ ost - least lower bound ost //whi h is generated
by sear hing the graph and determining v and omparing against the
veried_poli ies
if k < maximum rene iterations and least_bound ≥ threshold then
k ← k+1
{optimal_ ost, optimal_poli y, G, veried_poli ies}
← rene(optimal_ ost, optimal_poli y, ost_graph, veried_poli ies, G,
initial_event, k)

end if

optimal_ ost, optimal_poli y, G , veried_poli ies

One point to note is that ea h of these problems omprise a set of states
the on e entered results in the system being uniformly distributed over the
state spa e at the next iteration. This reset me hanism is pivotal in nding
the optimal solution and if none of the hyperbelief sample are able to pla e
some probability over this state, then the resulting poli y fails to a hieve the
target and re eives an inferior reward. This sensitivity is one of the motivating
fa tors of behind the SHOT approa h.
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The examples presented were hosen to demonstrate the validity of the
SHOT method. However, the presented method was developed with large observation spa es and planning for systems where the number of stages required
to a hieve a satisfa tory result is prohibitive for most urrent POMDP approximation methods. To more fully address this lass of problems and the
performan e of presented method, a more exhaustive set of experimental results for the SHOT method an be found at [24℄.

6 Con lusion
A method for nding nearly optimal poli ies for POMDPs with total ost
or nite time horizons was presented. The proposed method (SHOT) was a
sampling-based te hnique using a two-level hierar hi al planner, whereby the
lower level planner exe utes lo al, greedy feedba k poli ies and the higher
level planner oordinates the order of hyperbelief samples that are visited.
This method attempts to apture the onne tivity of the POMDP system,
whi h is independent of the starting hyperbelief (or belief) and the obje tive
fun tion, so that an e ient multi-query te hnique an be utilized for any
initial hyperbelief or obje tive fun tion for a given POMDP system.
Future resear h in ludes evaluating alternate sampling s hemes, su h as
generating event samples from the observation spa e. Sampling from the observation spa e has the potential to alleviate some of the issues that arise from
attempting to sample from the hyperbelief spa e dire tly.
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